Key points {#Sec1}
==========

Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS) Treatment Response (LR-TR) categories are Nonevaluable, Nonviable, Equivocal, and Viable.Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) locoregional therapies can be broadly divided into locoablative therapy, transcatheter therapy, and radiation therapy.Nodular arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) or washout appearance along the margin of a treated observation indicates recurrence or residual viable tumor.After radiation-based treatments, intralesional enhancement and washout appearance may persist for months but eventually regress.Since multimodal therapy is often used to treat HCC, knowledge of prior therapy and review of prior imaging facilitate proper assessment of treatment response.

Introduction {#Sec2}
============

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is worldwide the sixth most common cancer overall and fourth most common cause of cancer-related mortality \[[@CR1]\]. Several therapies have been developed for treating patients with this aggressive malignancy. Broadly divided into surgery, locoablative therapy, transcatheter therapy, radiation therapy, and systemic therapy, these therapies can be used alone or in combination; planned in a single or in multiple sessions; and performed with curative, downstaging, bridge, debulking, or palliative intent \[[@CR2], [@CR3]\].

Assessing treatment response after therapy is essential for determining prognosis and informing future management. Treatment response assessment is based largely on imaging with computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Interpretation of liver imaging following HCC treatment can be challenging because findings depend on the type(s) of therapy, the number of rounds of therapy, the magnitude of treatment response, the timing of imaging after therapy, and the cumulative effect of therapy on underlying liver function. Compounding the diagnostic difficulty is that most patients with HCC have underlying cirrhosis with parenchymal and perfusional heterogeneity and are at high risk for developing new HCCs elsewhere in the liver.

To address these challenges, the Liver Imaging Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS) introduced a Treatment Response (LR-TR) algorithm in 2017 to categorize response of HCC to locoregional therapy (e.g., locoablative, transcatheter, radiation). Endorsed by the American College of Radiology, the LR-TR algorithm was modeled after and designed to complement the LI-RADS Diagnostic Algorithms, which assign categories to imaging-detected untreated liver observations reflecting their perceived probability of HCC \[[@CR4]\]. Analogously, the LR-TR algorithm assigns response categories to treated liver observations reflecting their perceived probability of viability or recurrence after locoregional therapy. The algorithm does not apply to systemic therapies and should be applied with caution after surgical resection.

This article reviews the LR-TR algorithm; discusses locoregional therapies for HCC, treatment concepts, and expected posttreatment findings; and illustrates treatment response assessment with CT and MRI. Despite the numerous treatments and variability in posttreatment findings, LI-RADS provides a simple and practical way to assess and report treatment response.

Assessment of treatment response {#Sec3}
================================

CT and MRI are usually performed at regular intervals after locoregional therapy to assess treatment response. The goal of posttreatment imaging is to recognize residual or recurrent tumor requiring further treatment, identify complications of therapy, and detect and characterize new or additional observations elsewhere in the liver. A crucial first step in applying the LR-TR algorithm is to evaluate the adequacy of imaging technique. Radiologists should be aware that multiphase contrast-enhanced imaging---including a late arterial phase and at least two post-arterial phases (e.g., portal venous, delayed venous)---is required. Further, although often not needed to characterize lesions before treatment, a precontrast CT of the liver is recommended for patients after locoregional therapy to facilitate differentiation of posttreatment changes from abnormal enhancement of viable tumor. The detailed technical requirements for posttreatment CT and MRI imaging are provided in LI-RADS v2018 manual \[[@CR5]\].

LR-TR response categories {#Sec4}
=========================

When reporting a liver observation (i.e., a distinctive area compared to background liver) in a treated patient, the LR-TR algorithm (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) should be followed and one of the four LR-TR categories (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) below should be assigned based on the enhancement features listed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Untreated observations elsewhere in the liver should be assigned a LI-RADS CT/MRI diagnostic category \[[@CR4]\]. Fig. 1LI-RADS CT/MRI Treatment Response algorithm. Reprinted, with permission, from ACR \[[@CR5]\] Fig. 2LI-RADS CT/MRI Treatment Response criteria and tiebreaking rule. Diagram created by authors. Adapted and reprinted, with permission, from ACR \[[@CR5]\] Table 1Treatment response features. Reprinted, with permission, from ACR \[[@CR5]\]FeaturesDefinitionsViabilityPresence of live tumor cells within or along the margin of a treated lesion. Radiologic viability is not synonymous with pathologic viability as imaging is not sensitive to microscopic or small foci of residual tumor.Treatment-specific expected enhancement![](13244_2019_801_Figa_HTML.gif){#d29e614}Expected temporal and spatial pattern of posttreatment enhancement attributable to treatment-related changes in parenchymal perfusion.Posttreatment enhancement patterns may not reliably differentiate viable from nonviable tumor. The most appropriate response category may be LR-TR Equivocal.No lesional enhancement![](13244_2019_801_Figb_HTML.gif){#d29e626}Absence of enhancement within or along the margin of a treated lesion.Note: complete disappearance after locoregional treatment is considered equivalent to absence of enhancement.Posttreatment APHE![](13244_2019_801_Figc_HTML.gif){#d29e638}Nodular, masslike, or thick and irregular arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) contained within or along the margin of a treated lesion suggests posttreatment tumor viability.Posttreatment "washout"![](13244_2019_801_Figd_HTML.gif){#d29e648}Nodular, masslike, or thick and irregular washout appearance contained within or along the margin of a treated lesion suggests posttreatment tumor viability.Posttreatment enhancement similar to pretreatment![](13244_2019_801_Fige_HTML.gif){#d29e658}Nodular, masslike, or thick and irregular enhancement similar to pretreatment enhancement in all postcontrast phases contained within or along the margin of a treated lesion suggests posttreatment tumor viability, even in the absence of APHE or washout appearance.

LR-TR Nonevaluable {#Sec5}
------------------

This category is assigned when the treatment response cannot be evaluated due to poor image quality or inadequate technique (e.g., failure to obtain the required phases).

LR-TR Nonviable {#Sec6}
---------------

The nonviable category should be assigned to treated lesions with no perceived enhancement or demonstrating only expected posttreatment enhancement patterns. The latter may depend on the applied locoregional treatment used and the time interval after treatment.

LR-TR Equivocal {#Sec7}
---------------

This category is applied to treated observations that cannot be confidently categorized as viable or nonviable due to overlapping enhancement features in the absence of technical or patient-related limitations.

LR-TR Viable {#Sec8}
------------

The viable category should be assigned to treated observations with nodular, masslike, or thick irregular regions of arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE), washout appearance, or enhancement similar to pretreatment tumor. These features indicate the presence of viable tumor cells with high certainty. This is valid for all locoregional treatments with the exception of radiation therapy as discussed further.

It is important to note that these LR-TR categories are assigned based on perceived probabilities of macroscopic tumor viability at imaging. They are not intended to reflect microscopic tumor viability visible only at histology. Thus, LR-TR Nonviable means there is no imaging evidence of gross viable tumor, but it does not exclude the presence of viable tumor cells visible microscopically on histology slides obtained from tissue sampling.

Locoregional therapies for HCC {#Sec9}
==============================

Therapeutic options for HCC include surgery (liver transplantation or resection), locoregional therapies, and systemic therapy (e.g., sorafenib, regorafenib, nivolumab, lenvatinib) (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. In general, surgery and locoablative therapies are performed with curative intent, while transcatheter, radiation, and systemic therapies are applied mainly for downstaging, bridging, debulking, or palliation. Therapies can be classified by their intent: *Curative therapy* refers to treatment intended to completely eliminate HCC.*Downstaging therapy* refers to treatment intended to reduce the tumor stage from beyond to within accepted transplant criteria and allow transplantation.*Bridging therapy* refers to treatment intended to maintain patients already within accepted transplant criteria and to prevent dropout due to tumor progression.*Debulking therapy* refers to treatment of advanced HCC intended to prolong survival despite massive, multifocal, or infiltrative disease ineligible for above treatments.*Palliative therapy* refers to treatment intended to alleviate symptoms and improve quality of life rather than reducing or eliminating tumor burden. Fig. 3Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) treatment options divided by modality. Locoablative therapies (PEA, RFA, MWA), transcatheter therapies (TAE, TACE, DEB-TACE, TARE) and radiation therapies (SBRT) are the most commonly used locoregional treatments for HCC treatment and are reviewed in this article

Locoregional therapies, the topic of this review article, are classified by LI-RADS as summarized below and in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. *Locoablative therapies:* These include chemical ablation (percutaneous ethanol ablation \[PEA\]) and energy-based ablation. The latter is divided into thermal ablation (radiofrequency ablation \[RFA\], microwave ablation \[MWA\], cryoablation) and non-thermal ablation (irreversible electroporation \[IRE\], laser ablation, ultrasound ablation).*Transcatheter therapies:* These include transarterial embolization (transarterial bland embolization \[TAE\], transarterial chemoembolization \[TACE\], drug-eluting beads TACE \[DEB-TACE\], ^90^Y transarterial radioembolization \[TARE\]).*Radiation therapies:* These include stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) and proton beam therapy.

For each locoregional therapy, we will provide an overview of the treatment procedure, its mechanism of action, and its complications; summarize its indications and reported efficacy; describe the expected treatment response; and illustrate the LR-TR nonviable, equivocal, and viable categories at CT and MRI. Emphasis is placed on key concepts that help radiologists understand the expected post therapy findings and their evolution over time. Cryoablation, non-thermal ablation, and proton beam therapy are not commonly used for HCC and are not further discussed.

Locoablative therapies {#Sec10}
======================

Technique, mechanism of action, and complications {#Sec11}
-------------------------------------------------

The most common locoablative therapies for HCC are percutaneous ethanol ablation (PEA), radiofrequency ablation (RFA), and microwave ablation (MWA).

Percutaneous ethanol ablation, a chemical ablation procedure, was the first locoablative therapy used clinically for treating early-stage HCC. In this technique, one or more needles are inserted percutaneously into the tumor under image guidance (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Absolute ethanol is injected into the tumor, in a volume ranging from 1 to 10 mL depending on the tumor size. Ethanol is cytotoxic and upon entering the tumor microcirculation causes coagulation necrosis via platelet aggregation, small vessel thrombosis, and ischemia \[[@CR8]\]. With PEA, tumor targeting may be difficult as the ablated tumor margins are less clearly identified during the procedure \[[@CR9]\]. To overcome this issue, two treatment sessions per week for up to 12 sessions may be required to induce complete tumor necrosis \[[@CR10], [@CR11]\]. Fig. 4Percutaneous ethanol ablation (PEA). Absolute ethanol is injected in the tumor. Multiple sessions and prolonged treatment time may be required

RFA and MWA are more recently developed therapies. As opposed to the cytotoxic effect of PEA, RFA and MWA rely on heat to damage and to kill cells. Heat-induced damage and death of HCC and surrounding hepatocytes is proportional to temperature and exposure time \[[@CR12]\]. Cellular damage occurs in 60 min at 46 °C, while cell death occurs in 4--6 min at 50--52 °C and is nearly instantaneous between 60 and 100 °C \[[@CR13]\]. Coagulative necrosis is the main cell death mechanism. However, when the delivered energy is insufficient, for example, towards the periphery of the ablation zone, a transition is observed from necrosis to apoptosis \[[@CR14]\]. The energy is deposited into the tissue using percutaneously inserted needle-like elements known as "applicators" \[[@CR6]\]. Based on the physical principles behind each technique, the applicator in RFA is also termed an electrode while the applicator in MWA is also termed an antenna. The applicators are inserted percutaneously under imaging guidance; they can be straight or expandable, and they can be used alone or in clusters.

RFA is currently indicated to treat tumors up to about 3 cm in size (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). To achieve proper energy delivery and tumoral ablation, one to three applicators are advanced through the tumor and at least 5 mm beyond its deepest margin. Alternating current within the radiofrequency spectrum (between 300 and 500 kHz) is delivered to a closed-circuit between two electrodes: the applicator in the tumor and a grounding pad positioned on the skin far from the ablation site (e.g., on the thighs). The resistive effect around the noninsulated applicator tip heats the tissue in a centrifugal direction \[[@CR13]\]. Temperatures as high as 105 °C can be achieved, which boils, vaporizes, necroses, and chars the tissue \[[@CR13]\]. The charring has the unintended consequence of increasing tissue impedance, which limits the transmission of energy to adjacent cells thus reducing RFA efficacy. Some internally cooled applicators alternate between periods of high and low energy deposition which partially offsets the impedance effect \[[@CR15]\]. Another limiting factor of RFA is the "heat sink effect" that reduces treatment efficacy for perivascular tumors due to heat loss into large vessels \[[@CR16], [@CR17]\]. For tumors adjacent to large vessels alternative therapies may be preferable. Procedure time generally ranges from 10 to 16 min per tumor depending on its size. Fig. 5Radiofrequency ablation (RFA). Treatment is typically used to treat hepatocellular carcinomas under 3 cm in a non-perivascular location

MWA is similar to RFA as one or more needle-like applicators are inserted percutaneously into the tumor using image guidance (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Grounding pads are unnecessary, which simplifies the setup and eliminate the risk of grounding pad burns. MWA is achieved by generating a rapidly oscillating magnetic field around the applicator (antenna) at 900 MHz to 2450 MHz, frequencies 3000 to 5000 times greater than RFA \[[@CR18]\]. Unlike RFA where resistive forces are predominant, friction is the main energy delivery mechanism in MWA. The oscillating electromagnetic field causes water and other polar molecules to flip billions of time per seconds, which heats tissues around the noninsulated tip of the applicator \[[@CR18]\]. The electromagnetic field created by MWA is not affected by tissue boiling and charring and the deposited energy is too intense to be dissipated by flowing blood \[[@CR19]\]. Additionally, simultaneous multi-probe ablation act synergistically to create a larger ablation zone than sequential single-probe ablation \[[@CR19]\]. For these reasons, MWA achieves higher intratumoral temperatures faster, more uniformly, and over a larger volume than RFA; takes less time to perform (under 10 min per tumor); and can be used to treat larger tumors as well as tumors adjacent to large vessels. Fig. 6Microwave ablation (MWA). Compared to radiofrequency ablation, larger tumors can be targeted in shorter treatment duration even in perivascular locations

Ablative therapies can damage blood vessels and bile ducts, potentially resulting in hematomas and bilomas within or immediately adjacent to the ablation zone. Small arterioportal shunts may be induced by the procedure in up to 25% of cases; the vast majority heal spontaneously at 1--4 months follow-up \[[@CR17], [@CR20]\]. Additionally, the parenchyma along the ablation margin and in the surrounding liver may become hyperemic; the hyperemia typically resolves after about 6 months. Complications post locoablative therapies are infrequent (2--3%) and are similar for PEA, RFA, and MWA: hemorrhage, infection, abscess, visceral organ injury, bile leak, liver failure, portal vein thrombosis, cardiac arrythmias, and pneumothorax \[[@CR17], [@CR20]\]. Risk of tumor seeding (0.5--3%) can be reduced during RFA and MWA by cauterization of the needle trajectory at the time of probe removal and by avoiding direct puncture of subcapsular tumors \[[@CR21]\]. Serious skin burns (0.2%) at the grounding pad site are an uncommon and unique complication associated with RFA; these have become rare with technical advancements \[[@CR22]\].

Indications and efficacy {#Sec12}
------------------------

Although PEA is simple, safe, and inexpensive, it has a practical drawback due to multiple treatment sessions and a prolonged treatment time \[[@CR23]\]. Randomized controlled trials have shown the superiority of RFA compared to PEA in local control and tumor recurrence \[[@CR10], [@CR11], [@CR24], [@CR25]\]. PEA is typically used when thermal methods are at higher risks of complication or reduced efficacy due to tumor proximity to major bile ducts, large vessels, liver capsule, abdominal organs, and heart.

RFA is considered the first line of treatment in non-surgical patients for HCC under 3 cm \[[@CR26]--[@CR28]\]. Randomized controlled trials have shown inconsistent results comparing long-term survival between patients undergoing RFA versus hepatic resection \[[@CR29]\]. However, RFA is less invasive, has fewer complications, has less impact on hepatic reserve, requires shorter hospitalization, and is less expensive than surgery \[[@CR26]--[@CR28]\]. While RFA remains the standard of care for locoregional therapy of non-surgical patients and early-stage HCC \[[@CR30], [@CR31]\], MWA shows promising results for local control and survival and has already been implemented in many institutions. No published study has confirmed superiority of MWA to RFA: both techniques have been shown to have low recurrence rate at 2 years in a recent randomized controlled trial for up to three tumors \< 4 cm in size \[[@CR32]\].

Expected treatment response {#Sec13}
---------------------------

Posttreament appearance after PEA, RFA, and MWA is similar but non-identical and depends on the time interval after therapy. At first posttreament follow-up, typically 1--3 months, the ablation zone should encompass the entire tumor volume and as well as the surrounding hepatic parenchyma along the tumor margin. The anticipated diameter of the ablation zone for RFA and MWA is typically 5 to 10 mm greater than the treated tumor \[[@CR33]\]. With PEA, the ablation zone volume is harder to predict; margins may be the same size or larger than the tumor. Attenuation and signal intensity of the ablation zone are variable. Heterogeneous hyperdensity/intensity on unenhanced CT or T1-weighted MRI can be seen, reflecting coagulative necrosis. The ablation zone is typically hypointense on T2-weighted MRI except for portions liquefied by necrosis or containing fluid collections (bilomas, hematomas). With RFA and MWA, due to tract cauterization, a needle trajectory in the hepatic parenchyma towards the tumor is often seen. The ablation zone may contain gas foci for up to a month posttreatment. In the majority of asymptomatic patients, these reflect air introduced by the needles during the procedure or tissue necrosis rather than infection \[[@CR34], [@CR35]\].

The attenuation and intensity of viable tumor may be indistinguishable from successfully ablated tissue, and contrast-enhanced imaging is essential to evaluate viability or recurrence \[[@CR36]\]. Uniform thin peripheral enhancement along ablation margin and a smooth rind of parenchymal enhancement around ablation zone may be present in the first 6 months due to reactive hyperemia \[[@CR8]\]. By 6 months, the ablation zone begins to involute, although a residual ablation zone can persist indefinitely, and marginal enhancement begins to resolve. Wedge-shaped areas of transient hepatic attenuation/intensity difference can be seen adjacent to the ablation zone due to posttreatment arterioportal shunts especially in the first 4 months. These perfusion variants can be distinguished from residual viable tumor by their geographic shape and absence of mass effect, washout appearance, or capsule appearance.

At any point posttreatment, presence of nodular APHE, washout appearance, or enhancement similar to pretreatment suggests recurrence or residual viable tumor.

The expected treatment response appearances after PEA, RFA, and MWA are summarized in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}. LR-TR nonviable, equivocal, and viable representative CT and MRI cases after PEA (Figs. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, and [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"}), RFA (Figs. [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"}, [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"}, and [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}), and MWA (Figs. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}, [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"}, and [16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"}) are provided. Fig. 7Expected treatment response after percutaneous ethanol ablation (PEA), radiofrequency ablation (RFA) and microwave ablation (MWA). Axial contrast-enhanced CT images of the liver obtained in late arterial phase are illustrated: **a** Pretreatment: RFA is used with curative intent of early-stage hepatocellular carcinoma (≤ 3 cm) in non-surgical patients. PEA is typically used when RFA is unsafe or contraindicated. MWA may target larger tumor with curative intent but additional studies are needed. Larger tumor (\> 3 cm) may be targeted for downstaging purpose or as a bridging therapy prior to transplantation alone or in combination with other treatments. **b** 1--3 months posttreatment: Diameter of ablation zone at the time of treatment is usually 5 to 10 mm greater than the treated lesion. The following features may be seen: intratumoral gas foci up to 1 month posttreatment, thin linear peripheral enhancement along ablation zone, smooth rind or wedge-shaped parenchymal enhancement around ablation zone, intralesional hyperdensity/intensity on unenhanced CT or on T1-weighted MRI (reflecting coagulation necrosis), and hypodense liver parenchyma may be seen along needle trajectory. **c** ≥ 6 months posttreatment: ablation zone involutes over time. Thin linear peripheral enhancement along ablation zone decreases. Parenchymal enhancement resolves. At any point posttreatment, presence of nodular arterial phase hyperenhancement, washout appearance, or enhancement similar to pretreatment indicates recurrence or residual viable tumor Fig. 8**a** Axial T1-weighted MR in late arterial phase (AP) obtained pretreatment: image shows nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement of a 2-cm LR-4 observation (arrow). **b** Axial-unenhanced CT MinIP obtained immediately post percutaneous ethanol ablation (PEA): image shows pneumobilia (arrowheads), ablation cavity, and needle trajectory (arrows). **c** Axial CT in late AP obtained 4 months post PEA: image shows no enhancement and cavity retraction (arrow). The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Nonviable Fig. 9Axial CT in late arterial phase (AP) obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) of a 2-cm LR-4 observation in segment II-III (arrow). **b** 2 months post percutaneous ethanol ablation (PEA): image shows interval growth (arrow) and a new LR-4 observation (arrowhead) in segment VIII. At this point, the treated lesion is categorized LR-TR viable. **c** Axial T1-weighted subtraction MR in late AP obtained 1 month post repeat PEA: image shows serpiginous enhancement in the location of the treated lesion possibly representing vascular fistula. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Equivocal Fig. 10**a** Axial CT in portal venous phase obtained pretreatment: image shows washout of a 2.5-cm LR-5 observation. Proximity to gallbladder and biliary bifurcation contraindicates radiofrequency ablation. Axial CT in late arterial phase obtained 1 month post percutaneous ethanol ablation: images show (**b**) hypoenhancement of the treatment area (arrow), with (**c**) nodular arterial phase hyperenhancement at the upper margin of the treated lesion indicating viable tumor (arrow). The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Viable Fig. 11Axial CT obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image in late arterial phase (AP) shows nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement of a small peripheral LR-5 observation (arrow). **b** Immediately post radiofrequency ablation (RFA): unenhanced image shows hyperdense central cavity related to coagulated blood products (arrow). **c** 3 months post RFA: image in late AP shows unenhanced and enlarged cavity with resorption of blood products. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Nonviable Fig. 12Axial T1-weighted fat-saturated MR in late arterial phase obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) of a small HCC (arrow). **b** 1 month post radiofrequency ablation (RFA): image shows irregular rim enhancement and more nodular APHE at posterolateral margin (arrow). The treated observation is categorized LR-TR equivocal. **c** 4 months post RFA: image shows no suspicious enhancement; the treated observation is now categorized LR-TR Nonviable Fig. 13Axial CT in late arterial phase obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) of a right lobe LR-4 observation (arrow). **b** 2 months post radiofrequency ablation (RFA): image shows needle trajectory (arrowhead) and a treatment cavity (arrow) with no residual tumor. **c** 8 months post RFA: image shows irregular masslike APHE (arrowheads) posterior to the treatment zone. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Viable Fig. 14Axial CT in late arterial phase obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) of a 2-cm observation in segment VII (arrow). **b** 6 weeks post microwave ablation (MWA): image shows large hypodense cavity (arrow) with margins covering the targeted lesion. **c** 6 months post MWA: image shows well-defined cavity (arrow) with decreased diameter and no APHE. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Nonviable Fig. 15Axial T1-weighted fat-saturated MR in late arterial phase obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) of a 18-mm LR-5 observation (arrow). **b** 6 weeks post microwave ablation (MWA): image shows two nonspecific APHE perilesional nodules possibly representing perfusional changes (arrowhead). At this point, treated observation is categorized LR-TR equivocal. **c** 3 months post MWA: image shows disappearance of nodules in treatment zone; the treated observation is now categorized LR-TR Nonviable Fig. 16Axial CT in late arterial phase obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) of a 2.8-cm LR-5 observation in segment VIII (arrow) of a patient with prior left hepatectomy. **b** 6 weeks post microwave ablation (MWA): image shows hypodense cavity with peripheral thick nodular APHE (arrow). **c** 3 months post MWA: image shows thick nodular APHE (arrow). The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Viable

Transcatheter therapy {#Sec14}
=====================

Technique, mechanism of action, and complications {#Sec15}
-------------------------------------------------

Blood supply of progressed HCC is primarily arterial \[[@CR37]\]. Transcatheter delivery of embolic material is intended to selectively obstruct arterial inflow to tumor and induce ischemia and necrosis (Fig. [17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"}). The embolic material may be bland or may contain chemotherapy or radioactive particles. Although arterial supply of a liver segment is compromised after embolization, a patent portal axis compensates hepatocytes perfusion thus reducing damage to healthy liver. Transarterial embolization in the setting of portal thrombosis or invasion is relatively contraindicated although it can be performed if other therapies are unavailable \[[@CR38]\]. Fig. 17Transcatheter therapy. Tumor arterial blood supply is selectively catheterized to deliver embolic material, chemotherapeutic agent, or radioactive beads

Four main types of transarterial treatments are used (Fig. [18](#Fig18){ref-type="fig"}): Transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) is most commonly achieved using a mixture of doxorubicin and ethiodized oil. The oil acts as an emulsifying agent, which enhances embolization efficacy, and is radiopaque, which permits targeting visualization on CT.Transarterial (bland) embolization (TAE) relies solely on occlusion of tumor arterial supply with gelatin sponge and microparticles.Drug-eluting beads TACE (DEB-TACE) employs hydrogel beads loaded with a chemotherapeutic agent, such as doxorubicin, permitting a higher dose and prolonged delivery of the agent within the tumor \[[@CR39]\].Transarterial radioembolization (TARE) is carried out using microembolic insoluble glass or resin microspheres loaded with Yttrium-90 (^90^Y). TARE has a minor embolic effect; the main therapeutic action is through radiation. For this reason, TARE is reviewed in the next section (see "[Radiation therapy](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}" below). Fig. 18Technically similar, transcatheter therapies greatly differ by the composition of the injection. **a** Transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) uses an emulsion of ethiodized oil and chemotherapy. **b** Transarterial (bland) embolization (TAE) relies solely on bland embolic material to treat the tumor. **c** Drug-eluting beads (DEB-TACE) are loaded with chemotherapeutic agent allowing prolonged delivery. **d** Transarterial radioembolization (TARE) delivers β-emitting microspheres. Note the greater diffusion of administered agents in the tumors with TARE compared to other transcatheter techniques

Regardless of the transcatheter therapy type, aortic, superior mesenteric, and celiac trunk angiography is performed to assess the hepatic vasculature (including anatomical variants) and to identify potential extrahepatic vessel supplying the tumor, arterioportal shunting, and blood flow to other organs \[[@CR40]\].

Maintenance of proximal vascular patency is important as multiple treatment sessions may be needed to refine targeting, treat concomitant lesions, or limit tumor growth \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]. When an additional session is necessary, it is typically scheduled at 1 to 6 months. As there is potential for treatment-induced liver failure even without tumor progression, the benefits of additional sessions should be carefully weighted \[[@CR43], [@CR44]\].

Transcatheter therapies are well tolerated with 50% of patients discharged the day after treatment \[[@CR45]\]. Post-embolization syndrome is the most common side effect (\> 40% of patients) observed for as long as 7--10 days posttreatment and includes nausea, fatigue, fever, and abdominal pain \[[@CR46]\]. Serious complications (5.6%) are usually due to ischemia of target or non-target organs and include acute liver failure, abscess formation, sepsis, and gastrointestinal bleeding.

Tumor lysis syndrome is a rare complication caused by rapid destruction of neoplastic cells. It occurs most frequently after treatment of large HCC in patients with renal insufficiency and other metabolic derangements (e.g., elevation of uric acid or phosphorous) \[[@CR47]\]. Early recognition of this syndrome is important as delay in treatment can be life threatening (e.g., renal insufficiency, cardiac arrythmias, seizure) \[[@CR47]\]. Thirty-day mortality is about 1% \[[@CR48]\].

Indications and efficacy {#Sec16}
------------------------

TACE, TAE, and DEB-TACE are non-curative but they may be performed for bridging, debulking, or palliation in patients with unresectable intermediate-stage HCC without vascular invasion \[[@CR31]\]. The choice among the various transcatheter therapies is often difficult and should be patient-tailored after multidisciplinary discussion and consensus \[[@CR31]\]. Extrinsic factors guiding treatment choice include costs, healthcare policies, and institution's experience. Broad outline of literature guiding treatment choice is provided below.

TACE has been shown to prolong survival compared to systemic chemotherapy \[[@CR43], [@CR49]\]. Although DEB-TACE provides more sustained and tumor-selective drug delivery than conventional TACE \[[@CR50]\], a recent meta-analysis did not demonstrate a survival advantage for DEB-TACE over conventional TACE \[[@CR51]\]. TAE induces ischemia, which plays a key role in HCC treatment. The benefits of adding a chemotherapeutic agent to a bland embolic agent remains controversial. A meta-analysis concluded that TAE was as effective as TACE \[[@CR52]\], and a recent randomized controlled trial did not find a difference in overall survival between DEB-TACE and TAE \[[@CR45]\]. Given the high incidence of HCC and costs of chemotherapy, TAE might gain more attention in the future.

Expected treatment response {#Sec17}
---------------------------

After TACE, hyperdensity on unenhanced CT reflects ethiodized oil agent deposition in and around the tumor. Intratumoral ethiodized oil distribution is a CT imaging marker of the distribution of the embolic material within the lesion and thus provides information on how well the lesion was targeted. Despite this benefit, intratumoral oil agent deposition limits assessment of tumor viability on CT because the radiopaque iodized material obscures enhancing viable tumor \[[@CR30], [@CR53]\]. MRI helps assess tumor viability because ethiodized oil is not particularly hyperintense on T1-weighted images and so does not mask enhancement. The density and extent of ethiodized oil retention decreases with time. Radiopaque embolic material is not usually used for TAE or DEB-TACE, and the enhancement of viable tumor is not obscured on CT or MRI after these therapies.

TACE, TAE, and DEB-TACE have similar posttreatment appearances except for possible obscuration of enhancement on CT as described above. Early posttreatment, regional hyperenhancement surrounding the tumor may be present, reflecting transient posttreatment perfusional alteration due to inflammation. Thin uniform linear rim enhancement of granulation tissue along the treated zone may persist for months to years. Size of the necrotic zone should decrease over time.

As with locoablative treatment, presence of gas foci within the treated lesion is a frequent finding at first follow-up, being reported in up to 13% of patients at 4--6 weeks follow-up \[[@CR54]\], and is a marker of tumor necrosis. Intratumoral gas is rarely associated with abscess. However, patients with a history of bilioenteric anastomosis or sphincterotomy are at higher risks of infection especially if prophylactic antibiotherapy was not administered. A large amount of gas or gas/liquid levels within a cavity larger than the treated tumor are concerning for superinfection \[[@CR54]\].

At any point posttreatment, the presence of nodular APHE, washout appearance, or enhancement similar to pretreatment indicates recurrence or residual viable tumor. TARE is discussed in the next section.

The expected treatment response appearances after TACE, TAE, and DEB-TACE are summarized in Figs. [19](#Fig19){ref-type="fig"} and [20](#Fig20){ref-type="fig"}. LR-TR nonviable, equivocal, and viable representative CT and MRI cases after TACE (Figs. [21](#Fig21){ref-type="fig"}, [22](#Fig22){ref-type="fig"}, and [23](#Fig23){ref-type="fig"}) and TAE and DEB-TACE (Figs. [24](#Fig24){ref-type="fig"}, [25](#Fig25){ref-type="fig"}, and [26](#Fig26){ref-type="fig"}) are provided. Fig. 19Expected treatment response after transarterial chemoembolization (TACE). Axial contrast-enhanced CT images of the liver obtained in late arterial phase are illustrated: Note: the wedge-shaped hyperdensity on illustrations **b** and **c** reflects the non-target parenchymal ethiodized oil deposition, not enhancement. **a** Pretreatment: typically used for bridging, debulking, or palliative treatment in patients with intermediate-stage hepatocellular carcinoma without vascular invasion. May be used alone or in combination with other treatments. **b** 1--3 months posttreatment: hyperdensity on unenhanced CT reflects ethiodized oil agent deposition in the tumor and at its periphery and reflects distribution of the embolic material. Ethiodized oil limits assessment of viability on CT. MRI helps assessment as oil agent does not mask enhancement. The following features may be seen: thin uniform rim enhancement around the treated zone, regional parenchymal enhancement, and intratumoral gas foci (up to 4--6 weeks posttreatment). **c** ≥ 6 months posttreatment: density and extent of ethiodized oil retention decreases with time. Size of necrotic zone decreases over time. Regional parenchymal enhancement resolves. Rim enhancement around the treated zone may persist for months to years. At any point posttreatment, presence of nodular arterial phase hyperenhancement, washout appearance, or enhancement similar to pretreatment indicates recurrence or residual viable tumor Fig. 20Expected treatment response after transarterial bland embolization (TAE) and drug-eluting beads transarterial chemoembolization (DEB-TACE). Axial contrast-enhanced CT images of the liver obtained in late arterial phase are illustrated: **a** Pretreatment: typically used for bridging, debulking, or palliative treatment in patients with intermediate-stage hepatocellular carcinoma without vascular invasion. May be used alone or in combination with other treatments. **b** 1--3 months posttreatment: TAE and DEB-TACE show similar posttreatment evolution since drug-eluting beads are not visible on imaging. Contrary to TACE, since no hyperdense ethiodized oil is used, tumor viability is easier to assess on CT. The same following features as TACE may be seen: thin uniform rim enhancement around the treated zone, regional parenchymal enhancement, and intratumoral gas foci (up to 4--6 weeks posttreatment). **c** ≥ 6 months posttreatment: size of necrotic zone decreases over time. Regional parenchymal enhancement resolves. Rim enhancement along the treated zone may persist for months to years. At any point posttreatment, presence of nodular arterial phase hyperenhancement, washout appearance, or enhancement similar to pretreatment indicates recurrence or residual viable tumor Fig. 21**a** Axial T1-weighted MR in late arterial phase (AP) obtained pretreatment: image shows nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) of a 3-cm LR-5 observation in segments II-III (arrow). **b** Unenhanced axial CT obtained immediately post transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) of segment III: image shows suboptimal targeting with incomplete ethiodized oil retention (arrow). **c** Unenhanced axial CT obtained post repeat TACE: image shows extended treatment area with optimal targeting (arrow). Postcontrast imaging (not shown) did not show APHE or washout, the treated observation is categorized LR-TR Nonviable Fig. 22Axial CT obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image in late arterial phase (AP) shows nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement of a 3.5-cm LR-5 observation in segment VI (arrow). **b** 1 month post transarterial chemoembolization (TACE): image in portal venous phase shows ethiodized oil retention with optimal targeting (arrow). **c** 2 months post TACE: image in late AP shows decrease of ethiodized oil retention (arrow). Density of ethiodized oil limits the assessment at the anterior part of the lesion. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Equivocal Fig. 23**a** Axial CT in portal venous phase obtained pretreatment: image shows washout of a 4.8-cm LR-5 observation in segment VIII (arrow). **b** Immediately post transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) of right hepatic artery: unenhanced image shows diffuse ethiodized oil retention of the right lobe (asterisks). **c** Axial T1-weighted MR in late AP obtained 4 months post TACE: image shows a 3-cm hyperenhancing nodule at the anterior aspect of the treated lesion. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Viable Fig. 24Axial T1-weighted MR in late arterial phase obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows two LR-4 observations (arrows) with nonrim arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE). **b** 2 months post drug-eluting beads TACE (DEB-TACE): image shows regional APHE (asterisk). **c** 10 months post DEB-TACE: image shows decrease in regional APHE (asterisk). No nodular enhancement nor washout is visible. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR nonviable. Note the radiofrequency ablation cavity of another treated lesion (arrowhead) Fig. 25Axial CT in late arterial phase obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows arterial phase hyperenhancement (APHE) of a nodule (arrow) within previous drug-eluting beads TACE (DEB-TACE) treatment zone. **b** 1 month post repeat DEB-TACE: image shows APHE of a 3 mm focus (arrow) at periphery of treatment zone. At this point, the treated observation is categorized LR-TR equivocal. **c** 4 months post repeat DEB-TACE: image shows enlarging 14 mm nodular APHE (arrow) at periphery of treatment zone. The treated observation is now categorized LR-TR Viable Fig. 26Axial CT obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image in portal venous phase shows enhancing "capsule" and washout of a LR-5 observation in segment VII. **b** 4 months post drug-eluting beads TACE (DEB-TACE): image in late arterial phase shows thicker peripheral arterial phase hyperenhancement (arrow). The treated observation is categorized LR-TR viable. The lesion was subsequently treated with transarterial chemoembolization (TACE). **c** Axial-unenhanced CT post TACE: image shows the expected ethiodized oil retention (arrow)

Radiation therapy {#Sec18}
=================

Technique, mechanism of action, and complications {#Sec19}
-------------------------------------------------

HCC is radiosensitive, which explains the underlying rationale for radiation-based therapy. Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) delivers radiation into the tumor from outside the body whereas TARE delivers internal radiation; however, the underlying cell death mechanism is the same: irreversible damage to the tumor's vascular endothelium, causing progressive tumor necrosis and tumor size reduction which may continue even after the treatment has ended \[[@CR55]\].

### Stereotactic body radiotherapy {#Sec20}

Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) delivers focused highly conformal radiation dose distributions (Fig. [27](#Fig27){ref-type="fig"}) under image guidance and motion management with rapid dose falloff gradients \[[@CR34], [@CR56], [@CR57]\]. This technique enables sparing of large portions of the liver while reaching ablative potential within the tumor \[[@CR58]\]. Fig. 27Stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT). The tumor is targeted by static conformal beams matching tumor shape and limiting radiation dose to adjacent organs and non-target liver

Although most of the liver is spared, some irradiation of non-tumoral liver is unavoidable. Radiation-induced liver disease (RILD), the most significant complication of liver radiotherapy, is a veno-occlusive disease that occurs as an acute- (days to weeks) or a late-response (months to years) after treatment of large hepatic volumes \[[@CR59]\]. Manifestations include dysregulated hepatic function, jaundice, and markedly elevated serum transaminases \[[@CR60]\]. Other toxicities of SBRT include ulceration, perforation, and stenosis of adjacent hollow viscera (esophagus, stomach, duodenum, intestine), injury to bile ducts, and rarely injury to the spinal cord.

The overall complication rate after SBRT is multifactorial and depends on patients underlying hepatic reserve (greater risk with higher Child-Pugh score) as well as tumor size, number, location, and proximity to critical organs \[[@CR58], [@CR61], [@CR62]\]. At 1 to 3 months, 3--44% of patients develop RILD \[[@CR58], [@CR63]\] with case fatality rates as high as 5--13% \[[@CR58], [@CR64]\].

### Transarterial radioembolization {#Sec21}

All patients scheduled for TARE undergo angiography 1--2 weeks prior to treatment. In addition to the conventional angiography described in the transcatheter therapy section, ^99m^Tc-MAA is injected in the hepatic artery followed by a SPECT or SPECT/CT scan. This procedure aims to determine the expected radiation dose to be delivered to tumor and non-tumor areas and to identify splanchnic and pulmonary shunting \[[@CR55], [@CR65]--[@CR67]\]. Prophylactic embolization of non-target vessels identified with angiography may be performed \[[@CR68]\].

Selective delivery of Yttrium-90 (^90^Y) loaded microspheres in the tumor's vascular supply permits local emission of β-particles (Figs. [17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"} and [18](#Fig18){ref-type="fig"}). These particles have a short 2.4 mm tissue penetration \[[@CR69]\]. Despite the heterogenous distribution of microembolic material due to altered liver architecture and hemodynamics, a high radiation dose is preferentially distributed in tumors compared to normal liver parenchyma \[[@CR70]\].

Complications of TARE do not result from microembolic effect, but rather from irradiation of non-target tissues including the liver \[[@CR71]\]. Incidence of radiation-induced pneumonitis, cholecystitis, and other gastrointestinal complications associated with TARE range from 1 to 5% \[[@CR66], [@CR67]\].

After radioembolization, a form of RILD called REILD (radioembolization-induced liver disease), characterized by jaundice and ascites 4--8 weeks after treatment, has been described \[[@CR72], [@CR73]\]. This form of veno-occlusive disease has been reported in 8--15% of cirrhotic patients post TARE \[[@CR72]\].

Indications and efficacy {#Sec22}
------------------------

Although further randomized trials are needed, SBRT is increasingly considered a potential alternative to RFA for early-stage HCC \[[@CR31], [@CR74], [@CR75]\]. SBRT is also an alternative bridging therapy. A recent retrospective study showed that SBRT provided similar overall survival to TACE and RFA \[[@CR76]\]. Dose escalation to achieve better tumor control increases the risk of toxicity, especially in those with cirrhosis and compromised baseline liver function \[[@CR77]\]. However, dose-response curves are not well studied for HCC. A systematic review suggests that 90% of local control can be achieved with common fractioned dose regimens \[[@CR58]\]. Out-of-field recurrence is an important cause of disease progression \[[@CR78]\].

TARE has shown a significant improvement in progression-free survival compared to TACE for early and intermediate-stage HCC \[[@CR79]\]. A recent meta-analysis comparing TACE to TARE found an improved survival at 2 and 3 years in the TARE group compared to TACE \[[@CR80]\]. Due to its potentially superior antitumoral activity, TARE is currently used in some centers for patients between intermediate and advanced-stage (larger tumors, portal vein invasion, poor candidate for TACE) or poor response post TACE \[[@CR71]\]. TARE, among others, has also been used for downstaging patients slightly above resection criteria \[[@CR81], [@CR82]\]. Further trials are needed to establish whether TARE can be considered for advanced-stage HCC \[[@CR31]\].

Expected treatment response {#Sec23}
---------------------------

Posttreament imaging appearance is similar for radiation-based treatment (SBRT, TARE) but greatly differs from the locoablative and transcatheter therapies using non-radiating embolic material (TACE, TAE, DEB-TACE).

After SBRT, tumor size and enhancement may transiently increase during the first weeks posttreatment. This phenomenon, called pseudoprogression, has not been described with TARE.

After SBRT and TARE, intralesional APHE and washout commonly persists for the first 6 months but should decrease over time. Comparison with prior serial imaging is essential. Geographic and often heterogeneous parenchymal enhancement in the vascular territory of the treated tumor may represent inflammatory hyperemia, venous congestion, and/or radiation fibrosis depending on the timing of imaging after treatment, and can be difficult to differentiate from infiltrative tumor \[[@CR83]\].

After 6 months, the treated zone shrinks as radiation fibrosis progresses and APHE and washout usually resolve. Late venous enhancement in the irradiated non-tumorous parenchyma may still be observed after 6 months due to parenchymal fibrosis, along with capsular retraction and biliary dilation. Washout may help differentiate radiation-induced changes from tumor progression \[[@CR59]\].

Intralesional enhancement and washout appearance may persist for several months but eventually regress. An increase in enhancement or in washout appearance after an initial favorable response suggests recurrence.

The expected treatment response appearances after SBRT and TARE are summarized in Fig. [28](#Fig28){ref-type="fig"}. LR-TR nonviable, equivocal, and viable representative CT and MRI cases after SBRT (Figs. [29](#Fig29){ref-type="fig"}, [30](#Fig30){ref-type="fig"}, and [31](#Fig31){ref-type="fig"}) and TARE (Figs. [32](#Fig32){ref-type="fig"}, [33](#Fig33){ref-type="fig"}, and [34](#Fig34){ref-type="fig"}) are provided. Fig. 28Expected treatment response after stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT) and transarterial radioembolization (TARE). Axial contrast-enhanced CT of the liver obtained in late arterial phase are illustrated: **a** Pretreatment: typically used for bridging, debulking, or palliative treatment in patients with intermediate- to advanced-stage hepatocellular carcinoma. May be used alone or in combination with other treatments. SBRT may be used as an alternative to RFA for early-stage HCC. With SBRT, lesions should be located away from critical organs. Before TARE, ^99m^Tc-MAA scan is performed to determine radiation dose to be delivered to tumor/non-tumor areas and identify shunting. **b** 1--3 months posttreatment: intralesional nodular arterial phase hyperenhancement and washout may persist but should gradually fade as radiation necrosis progresses. Geographic enhancing region surrounding the treated zone may represent inflammatory hyperemia, venous congestion, and radiation fibrosis and could be misinterpreted as infiltrative disease. With SBRT, tumor size and enhancement may transiently increase during the first weeks posttreatment, a phenomenon called pseudoprogression. **c** ≥ 6 months posttreatment: treated zone shrinks as fibrosis progresses and is associated with capsular retraction. Intralesional enhancement and washout appearance may persist but usually resolves after 6 months. Late venous enhancement in the irradiated non-tumorous parenchyma may still be observed. Washout may help differentiate radiation-induced changes from tumor progression. An increase in enhancement or in washout appearance after an initial favorable response suggests recurrence Fig. 29Axial T1-weighted MR obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image in late arterial phase shows hyperenhancement of a 2.5 cm LR-5 observation. **b** 6 months post stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT): image in portal venous phase shows persistent 7-mm nodular enhancement (arrow), perfusional anomalies (asterisk), and capsular retraction. **c** 1 year post SBRT: image in portal venous phase shows absence of nodular enhancement and persistent but decreased perfusional anomalies. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Nonviable Fig. 30Axial T1-weighted MR in late arterial phase (AP) obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows recurrence (arrow) of a lesion previously treated with radiofrequency and transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) (arrowheads). **b** 2 months post stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT): image shows incomplete tumor regression. **c** Axial CT in late AP obtained 5 months post SBRT: image shows faint residual enhancement (arrow) that may represent expected enhancement pattern. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR equivocal. Note the ethiodized oil retention from previous TACE (arrowhead) Fig. 31**a** Axial T1-weighted MR in portal venous phase obtained pretreatment: image shows washout of a 2.5 cm LR-5 observation in caudate lobe (arrow). **b** Axial CT in late arterial phase (AP) obtained 3 months post stereotactic body radiotherapy (SBRT): image shows tumor progression (arrowheads) and perfusional anomalies related to edema (asterisk). Mural thrombus in inferior vena cava is noted (arrow). The treated observation is categorized LR-TR viable. **c** Axial CT in late AP obtained 6 months posttreatment: image shows diffuse tumoral infiltration of left lobe (arrow) Fig. 32Axial T1-weighted MR obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image in late arterial phase (AP) shows a 5-cm LR-5 observation (arrow). **b** 1 month post transarterial radioembolization (TARE): image in portal venous phase shows hypoenhancing area. **c** 1 year post TARE: image in late AP shows expected capsular retraction and perfusional anomalies (asterisk). The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Nonviable Fig. 33Axial CT in late arterial phase obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows an enhancing 6-cm LR-5 observation in segment VI (arrows). **b** 1 month post transarterial radioembolization (TARE): image shows no change. **c** 6 months post TARE: image shows atrophy and diffuse enhancement of segment VI, hypoenhancement at the anterior aspect of the lesion and faint posterior enhancement (arrowhead). These changes may represent treatment-specific expected enhancement pattern or residual tumor. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Equivocal Fig. 34Axial CT in late arterial phase obtained (**a**) pretreatment: image shows a 4-cm LR-5 observation (arrow) in segment IVa. **b** 3 months post left lobar transarterial radioembolization (TARE): image shows tumor regression and perfusional changes in left liver (asterisk) related to TARE. **c** 6 months post TARE: image shows tumor progression (arrow) compatible with recurrence. The treated observation is categorized LR-TR Viable

Management recommendations {#Sec24}
==========================

LI-RADS provides the following management suggestions by AASLD and LI-RADS in consensus for treated observation categories: LR-TR Nonevaluable, LR-TR Nonviable, or LR-TR Equivocal: continue monitoring in ≤ 3 months with the same modality or different modality.LR-TR Viable: multidisciplinary discussion for consensus management. Often includes retreatment.

Pitfalls on posttreatment imaging {#Sec25}
=================================

The current LR-TR algorithm imaging criteria rely mainly on enhancement pattern (APHE, washout appearance, or enhancement similar to pretreatment) to assign a response category. In posttreatment setting, ancillary features can help detection, increase reader confidence, or help characterize untreated observations. A detailed discussion of ancillary features for diagnosis of HCC is beyond the scope of this manuscript \[[@CR84], [@CR85]\].

At MRI, T1-weighted hyperintensity representing coagulative necrosis can be present after several types of locoregional treatments and may mimic or mask enhancement. Therefore, subtraction images may be helpful to differentiate true enhancement from pseudo-enhancement due to intrinsic T1 hyperintensity of coagulation necrosis.

Ethiodized oil retention may mask enhancement at follow-up CT after TACE. Unenhanced CT may help differentiating tumor from ethiodized oil uptake. For challenging cases, MRI should be considered as enhancement is not confounded by ethiodized oil.

Perilesional APHE is suspicious for viable tumor depending on its morphology, but is more challenging in the early posttreatment period with SBRT and TARE. When in doubt, the LR-TR Equivocal category should be applied.

Multimodality treatment is frequently performed, each affecting the liver parenchyma in its own manner. A thorough review of patient's treatment history and awareness of pretreatment appearance is required for appropriate interpretation.

If unsure between categories (LR-TR Nonviable, Equivocal, Viable), LR-TR algorithm recommends choosing LR-TR Equivocal to reflect the uncertainty in posttreatment imaging.

Conclusions {#Sec26}
===========

A number of locoregional HCC treatments are available and their use varies according to the tumor burden, tumor location, patient's comorbidities, and institutional preference and expertise. Assessment of treatment response needs to consider expected imaging findings that may vary with the type of treatment, the magnitude of treatment response, and the timing of imaging after treatment. Having a basic knowledge of the existing treatment modalities and their expected appearance facilitates assessment of treatment response. LI-RADS Treatment Response is a practical way to assess and report treatment response. The four LR-TR categories are: LR-TR Nonevaluable, Nonviable, Equivocal, and Viable.
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